
PHOTO ESSAY PROJECTS

As a photo essay project, this doesn't even need to be about people. A building being torn down and rebuilt can make
for a great time-lapse or series of images.

In short, it can be almost anything you want it to be. Can the photos stand alone, without written words, and
tell the story you set out to? Shop it around, who can it help? Note: Instead of gluing, insert photos into
diagonal slits cut into accordion paper at all four photo corners. Could it inspire people? TIP: If you think
there is something to it, there likely is. For this photo essay, find a subject that is undergoing a short-term
transformation. His blog, photo portfolio, and travel tales can be found at www. Choosing and Evaluating a
Range of Subject Matter, Symbols, and Ideas Students use subjects, themes, and symbols that demonstrate
knowledge of contexts, values, and aesthetics that communicate intended meaning in artworks. Spread glue
stick over one entire side of one cover board. Want a few more ideas for projects, try these? Photo Essay 3:
Transformation Short-term. We went out for ice cream, had a mini dance party in their living room, and I
photographed a tooth that had been lost that very morning. Strong photo essays can give voice to marginalized
individuals and shine a spotlight on previously overlooked experiences. Throughout our Notes Girls Write
project I was constantly picking images based on my personal feelingsâ€”the subjects that I had connected
with more, and the girls that I knew were most interested in the project. Especially when I had hardwood
floors. Need one image? Is my subject representative of the larger idea my photo essay is trying to convey?
The adage that we are our own worst critics is often true. Photograph what you experience. Understanding and
Applying Media, Techniques, and Processes Students intentionally take advantage of the qualities and
characteristics of art media, techniques, and processes to enhance communication of their experiences and
ideas. Grade 8 1. Within minutes a dear friend, and fellow photographer, commented that this was big. You
could photograph them inside their homes or just in their doorways, depending upon what you want the focus
to be onâ€”the interiors or the individuals within those interiors. It can be only images, images with captions,
or images with full text. Instead of proper grammar, you ensure proper exposure. For his photo essay White
Fences, excerpted above, Taylor Dorrell wrote only one sentence of introduction. Think pregnancy, from the
baby bump through to birth and maybe even the first birthday, or following a returning soldier and their
transformation back to civilian life. Homework: Each student researches the term "social documentary" and
drafts a definition. Students bring to class examples from the Internet or books. Your own perception of a
photograph can cloud your ability to judge whether or not it adds to your photo essay. It evolved on its own,
starting from a few similar photographs that struck a cord in viewers and becoming a large and powerful
project, one of the biggest markers in my career so far. In Photo Basics by Jeremiah Gilbert What is the
difference between a photo essay and a photo project? Photo Essay 5: A Day in the Life. Homework: Students
continue researching their topic and then write a one-page plan summarizing the key story they hope to tell in
their photo essay and strategies for doing so, keeping in mind their definition of "social documentary. Creative
Expression 2. Photo Essay 4: Transformation Long-term. Choose a specific topic or theme for your photo
essay. We spoke to a few photographers to get their perspectives on what makes a good photo essay, and their
tips for how any photographer can get started in this medium. Alex G. Historical and Cultural Context 3.
Common topics or concepts to start with are emotions depicting sadness or happiness or experiences everyday
life, city living. This will save you having to return to the beginning of the project for supporting shots, or
having to reshoot if your essay takes a different turn than you planned. Instructions for making accordion
book: 1.


